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COMMUNITY GUIDE: VOLUNTEERING

Your Volunteer Program and an Online Community

Any great volunteer program often faces the same two limitations that online communities 
struggle with: staff time and resources. Your best-case scenario is being able to track  
how individuals’ volunteering efforts and the overall program impacts your organization.

This is where an online community can do the heavy lifting for your volunteer program. 
There is already widespread demand and desire from association members to give back—
the key is making it easy to connect, join opportunities and track how programs perform. 

Organizations would do well to provide options and flexibility, along with the structure  
and feedback of a reliable program, to ultimately bring a constant flow of enthusiastic 
volunteers. The value in volunteering also means increased ROI for your organization. 

Your community will encourage volunteerism at all levels, because it is already an intuitive 
system that makes it easy to find, track and reward member engagement. Volunteering  
is an ongoing process. Your organization may have multiple volunteer programs running 
for task-based projects, events and conferences, board appointments and committees 
on a variety of industry issues and interests. Or quite the opposite, you may have a small 
organization that musters up volunteers at the last minute, for things like social outreach 
and event coordination. 

It doesn’t matter how mature your volunteer activities are right now—an organization’s  
top volunteer priority is making sure the right opportunities are available at the right time, 
to the members who want to volunteer. We’ve outlined your top community priorities to 
take a volunteer program from grassroots to galvanizing a greater volunteer audience, 
overflowing with active leadership and opportunities for members.

Volunteer Types for Your Community

Your organization might have members lining up for volunteering opportunities, with event 
positions always overbooked for help and community discussions and blogs bursting at 
the seams. But if you are like the average organization, you struggle to gather and redirect 
your members into volunteer buckets that best suit individual needs and skill sets.

Let’s define the term “volunteer,” because it goes beyond charity walks and traditional  
association committees. Here are the top three ways to categorize your member volunteers:

•  Term based: volunteer performs a service for the organization that is based on a time 
commitment. Example: committee participation or chapter leadership have one-year terms

•  Task based: volunteer works on a project that is typically a short-term role, focused on 
specific outcomes and aligned with a volunteer’s skill set. Example: event coordinator 
from a member organization plans a community meet up during the annual conference



•  Virtual: volunteer completes tasks remotely and online, which can be both active and 
passive. Example: a passive task might be adding a blog post to the community site

The following terms, from classic tactics to modern twists, will help you accommodate a 
wide range of skills, interests and availability within your community:

•  Volunteer - A person who freely offers to take part in an enterprise or undertake a task

•  Adhocracy - A flexible, adaptable and informal organizational structure without 
bureaucratic policies or procedures

• Micro volunteering - Small, discreet tasks that are mission-related and done at a 
volunteer’s convenience and schedule. These opportunities often lend themselves to 
mass-mobilization for volunteer programs

• Virtual volunteering - Opportunities enabled by technology and do not require  
face-to-face interactions to complete tasks

• Episodic volunteering - Temporary, small-scale opportunities or tasks that generally 
require short increments of time (one hour/day/week/month)

Newer concepts such as micro or ad hoc volunteering can help organizations develop 
a pipeline of potential volunteers—it's a low level of commitment at a higher volume. 
This doesn't mean the quality of volunteers goes down; rather the opposite, it rethinks 
the traditional path and honors all types of volunteers equally. The community is an 
approachable portal that offers this array of volunteering. Every role is productive for the 
organization, with options for volunteers to flow in and out of different types and levels  
of commitment as their lives permit.

Applying micro-volunteering to volunteers types

What about the more dynamic and unstructured volunteer opportunities occurring all  
the time and rarely counted as volunteering? The nonprofit sector first identified micro- 
volunteering and pushed to embrace it. Like small financial gifts that add up, the small 
gift of time spent has the same impact if pooled. The explosion of micro-jobs created 
an expectation for members to seek out the same. These also become examples for 
organizations to model.

Start by taking an inventory of all areas where members have contributed. Use your  
online community platform and tally the activity. How many members have ever posted  
a message? Are event registrations up or down this year? Who responded to the “call  
for action” by writing a letter to their senators in support of your organization’s position?  
All of these examples could be considered volunteers—they collectively create value for 
the membership and the organization as a whole.

Invite your members to join

Are you already lucky enough to have a community platform that incorporates your  
volunteer program? Here are three easy ways to show members how to quickly sign  
up for future opportunities:

   Provide an opt-in button or checkbox on your online community. Starting the 
volunteer process is literally one click. Hopefully the community system is integrated 
with your database and already has profile data from the members. 

   Offer a more detailed form to fill out, such as creating a volunteer profile if 
members want to personalize information about themselves to better match with 
future opportunities. 

   Sign up for a specific opportunity that’s featured for all members on the community’s 
home page or in popular discussions and groups. Your opt-in buttons or volunteer 
profiles wouldn’t be required for these larger, more popular opportunities. Members 
will be automatically added to the volunteer list for future opportunities after signing up.

Tracking Offline Volunteer Engagement

Your program has established its tier of volunteer types and opportunities, and the  
members are joining in droves. Now how does your organization capture the amazing 
volunteer moments your members participate in and complete outside of your program  
or community? As we’ve said before, the desire for volunteering opportunities is already 
there, and members want to give back. Creating a complete volunteer picture for every 
member is important, and it leads to catering opportunities based on member tendencies 
towards term, task or virtual volunteering. Setting up a scoring system is the solution to  
any tracking issues.

Community volunteer scoring systems

Does your volunteer program have a scoring system? When it comes to supporting  
volunteer programs, especially within an online community, the best-case scenario is  
being able to track how individuals’ volunteering efforts and the volunteer program  
overall impacts your organization. This is where your community can help—develop a  
score card for your volunteers to participate and track their engagement.

There is already widespread demand and desire from organizations’ members to give 
back—a scoring system will make it easier for any volunteer manager to connect with 
members, join opportunities and track how programs perform. The value in volunteering 
also means a scoring system will show ROI increased for your organization.

How to set up your scoring system

Tasks and projects can vary greatly for volunteers—points will keep you on track for 
managing opportunities, time spent and overall engagement and value. Assign varying 
points to your different volunteer types and opportunities.

Here's a process from Higher Logic’s Volunteer Manager engagement system, which we 
think works pretty well:

• Time-based: values based on time it takes to perform the task. Example: If shortest 
opportunity/activity takes 15 minutes to complete, 1 point = 15 minutes





• Experience multiplier: time-based points multiplied by an experience multiplier to  
scale the difference between a simple, unqualified task and one that requires skills or 
previous experience

After assigning points and employing your own experience multiplier, check out a few  
examples below on how you can apply this scoring system for your members and  
their activities.

Volunteer Scoring with Violet the Volunteer Manager

Violet recently set up her association’s volunteer program within the online community.  
It includes a dedicated page for volunteer news, event updates and the latest opportunities 
open for members to sign up and provide feedback. In an effort to track how activities and 
volunteers are doing, Violet has put together a few volunteer types with scoring examples 
she will share with her team.

n   Scenario 1: Brian the Blogger

• Member for 5 years
• Part of organization’s young professionals network
•  Recent volunteer activity: Published 3 blogs on community site (3 hours + 2.0 skill 

multiplier = 24 points)

What’s next?
Violet adds the requisite points associated with blogging to Brian’s volunteer profile. 
She also posts a discussion in the young professionals’ community, asking what their 
preferred volunteer tasks would be and encouraging them to check out upcoming 
opportunities on the volunteer home page. Then she introduces Brian to Committee 
Courtney, who can help coordinate additional activities for their communications 
committee.

n   Scenario 2: Committee Courtney

• Member for 10 years
• Beta tester for the organization’s community launch a few years ago
• Joined and now serves as chair on communications committee
• Recent volunteer activity: Volunteered to help publish a white paper for a social media 

committee (10 hours + 4.0 skill multiplier = 160 points)

What’s next?
Courtney signed up for the social media committee’s white paper project through  
the new volunteering system on the community. She was also recommended for  
a similar project by a community peer, so Violet now has this volunteer history in the 
system. An upcoming industry conference needs session speakers, so Violet asks a  
few board members to reach out and suggest Courtney signs up for this more involved 
volunteer opportunity. 

n   Scenario 3: Bill the Board Member

• Member for 20 years
• Served on two committees for industry policy and government relations
• Integral in helping to build up and manage an annual fly-in day for members’  

Hill meetings
• Serves on the board of directors
• Recent volunteer activity: Has served on the board for one year (includes meetings, 

project reviews and research—100 hours + 5.0 multiplier = 2,000 points)

What’s next?
Violet hopes that Bill will continue to be an organization and community advocate,  
and has reached out to suggest they work together in bringing more board activities 
to the volunteer system, such as setting up the annual fly-in day as a volunteer 
opportunity for those who wish to help out with planning and logistics. Bill can bridge 
the gap between the online community and the other board members by encour-
aging the board of directors to join volunteer activities through the community, like 
committee meetings and speaker opportunities.

Work out a system that makes the most sense for your organization. Functions such as 
time, experience level and dollar rate/value per opportunity can be adjusted to show value 
levels for different volunteer types and programs. An added bonus: this type of in-depth 
tracking could also prove ROI produced from your volunteer programs.

Rewards and Gamification for Volunteer Programs 

Any volunteer program or system should be easy to use for staff and volunteers alike. 
Whether you are creating opportunities or joining events and completing tasks, the 
process needs to feel seamless and keep volunteers coming back for more. This is where 
recognition, rewards and gamification techniques come in.

Personalize volunteer opportunities

Depending on how your organization collates its volunteer opportunities (spreadsheets, 
event websites, an online community or volunteer system), it’s important to separate 
opportunities not just by type and time commitment, but also by volunteer types.  
Match opportunities to the volunteers’ specific skills, interests, location and membership. 
If members feel the volunteer opportunities can be tailored to their specific volunteer 
journeys, then they will be more likely to commit early and often.

Also, remember the automation of manual tasks is designed to save staff time and 
improve processes that will help to optimize volunteer benefits. This automation can 
originate from your online community and its connected volunteer system. If you’re  
just starting out with a program and are working without an online platform, it can be as 
easy as launching a survey tool for sign-up’s and scheduling emails to send throughout  
a volunteer’s journey.



Reward a volunteering job well done

In any volunteer program, it's important to remember two things: recognize efforts and  
reward outcomes. Your tasks would never be completed without the hard work and 
generosity of your volunteers, so take into account what motivates and really matters to 
them. (Also be wary of the unintended consequences of undeserved praise or excessive 
Thank You’s.)

Recognize and reward volunteers for their time and efforts through community gamification 
or classic rewards like thank you’s and gifts. You may have members who are regularly 
contributing to volunteer opportunities—are you showing your appreciation? From bustling 
online communities to small, in-person gatherings, it's always important to show gratitude.

If you’re tracking opportunities in your online community, consider using an internal rating 
system (not all volunteers want to rate one another or opportunities publicly). Allow volunteer 
managers and staff to make ratings available to track volunteer performance on opportunities, 
and inform whether or not volunteers should be selected for future opportunities.

Using your online community as a volunteer program home base, try out some of these 
most popular rewards and recognition tactics:

• Report and reward volunteer points to your top-tier volunteers—volunteers should be 
able to see and track their progress (e.g. on their main community profiles)

• Give out digital badges and ribbons based on volunteer point accumulation (this can be 
done through a system’s automation rules and be controlled by the system administrators)

• Populate a volunteer leaderboard, in-person or for the community, tracked by a given 
year or lifetime of volunteers

• Generate a report listing volunteers and points over a given period; use information 
from offline recognition like events, thank you letters or gifts

EXTRA COMMUNITY RESOURCES

 
Ready to take on the world of community?
If you’d like to read more on what engaged communities and industry experts 
are talking about, check out our Higher Logic Resource Center. Use the filter to 
find the type of content you’re interested in—including articles, case studies, 
eBooks, reports, videos and webinars.
 
www.higherlogic.com/resource-center
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